SAMPLE TEST PAPER 03 FOR CLASS X (2020-21)

Time Allowed: 3 hrs

Max. marks: 80

General Instruction:
1. This question paper contains two parts A and B.
2. Both Part A and Part B have internal choices.
Part-A:
1. It consists three sections- I and IL
2. Section I has 16 questions of1 mark each.
3. Section II has 4 questions on case study. Each case study has 5 case-based sub-parts. An
examinee is to attempt any 4 out of5 sub-parts.
Part-B:
1. Question No 21 to 26 are Very short answer Type questions of2 mark each,
2. Question No 27 to 33 are Short Answer Type questions of3 marks each
3. Question No 34 to 36 are Long Answer Type questions of5 marks each.

PART-A
SECTION-I
1. Ifthe pair ofequations 2x + 3y = 7 and kx +2-y = 1
2
value ofk.
2. Find the number ofsolutions ofthe following
X + 2y-8 = 0
2x+3y = l6
3. Does the rational number

ting decimal

representati0n?
4. Ifo
of

ofthe cubi

·

x3 + ax

e value ofk.
-6x-2 = 0.
difference.

9. Ifthe angle between two tangents�awn from an external point 'P' to a circle ofradius 'r'
and centre O is 60°, then find the length ofOP.
10. Find the length ofthe tangent drawn from a point whose distance from the centre ofa circle
is 25 cm. Given that radius ofthe circle is 7 cm.
11. To divide a line segment PQ in the ratio 4 : 5, first a ray PX is drawn so that LQPX is an
acute angle and then at equal distances points are marked on the ray PX and the last point
is joined to Q. Write the minimum number ofthese equal distances points on ray PX.
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35. A building is in the form of cylinder surmounted by a hemispherical dome (see below
figure). The base diameter of the dome is equal to

I3 of the total height of the building. Find

1
the height of the building if it contains 67 - m3 of air.
21

36. If sec 0 + tan 0 = p, then find the value of cosec 0 .
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